San Bernardino National Association
Fire Lookout Host Program
602 Tippecanoe Ave.
San Bernardino, Ca. 92408

Accomplishments: 2014

- Trained 80 new volunteers
- Retained 200 returning volunteers
- 280 trained volunteers that staff 7 fire lookouts
- 18,334 volunteers hours for the 2014 fire season
- 13 smoke checks (outside forest area), 20 smoke reports (inside forest area), 2 first reports (we were the first to report) 54 lighting strikes and welcomed 13,323 visitors to our forest
- 4 out of 7 lookouts were staffed with volunteers every day during 2014 season
- Received $2,000.00 for repairs on Butler Peak Lookout
- Received $2,100.00 for repairs for Keller Peak Lookout
- Received $600.00 for repairs for Strawberry
- Gate to Butler Peak Lookout was opened this year after 6 years of being close due to the Butler 1 and Butler 2 fires.
- Strawberry and Morton Peak Lookouts were opened all year round in 2014 due to high fire danger.

Plans for 2015:

- Advertise for perspective volunteers for 2015 fire season
- Train returning volunteers and perspective volunteers
- Morton Peak will be put back on a Rental system in 2015
- Repair and replace ceiling on Butler Peak Lookout
- Replace flooring on Butler Peak, Strawberry, Keller Peak Lookouts
- Working on each lookout to bring them back up to the Morey’s standard
- Work with FFLA San Diego-Riverside Chapter to partner with them on radio communication and spotting smokes